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It is widely believed that because we as a society have disinvested from public health, the
sick and poor now find themselves within the purview of criminal justice institutions. In
Redistributing the Poor, ethnographer and historical sociologist Armando Lara-Millán takes
us into the day-to-day operations of running the largest hospital and jail system in the world
and argues that such received wisdom is a drastic mischaracterization of the way that states
govern urban poverty at the turn of the 21st century. Rather than focus on our
underinvestment of health and overinvestment of criminal justice, his idea of “redistributing
the poor” draws attention to how state agencies circulate people between different
institutional spaces in such a way that generates revenue for some agencies, cuts costs for
others, and projects illusions that services have been legally rendered. By centering the
state’s use of redistribution, Lara-Millán shows how certain forms of social suffering — the
premature death of mainly poor, people of color — are not a result of the state’s failure to
act, but instead the necessary outcome of so-called successful policy.
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Zoom – Register here for zoom link.
12:45 – 2:00pm.
csls.berkeley.edu

If you require an accommodation for effective communication (ASL interpreting/CART captioning, alternative
media formats, etc.) to fully participate in this event, please contact csls@law.berkeley.edu with as much advance
notice as possible and at least 7-10 days in advance of the event.
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